
So, you want to commission a prop from Pink Petal Dev - here’s some things you’ll need to know.
This prop is NOT meant for dueling or rough play - it’s made of 3d printed plasc, binding agents, and paint. 
It’s intended for display and/or gentle cosplay purposes. Repeated use can cause some minor cosmec wear 

on the prop, but this is normal and maintainable.
Yes, if the point looks sharp, it probably is. Please handle with care and discreon.

 
Bending, crushing, smacking your friends/family/enemies, aempted duels to the death, using it as a 

helicopter blade, or throwing the prop will likely break it! 

If If you do break the prop, fear not! It’s made of plasc, which means good old fashioned super glue, E6000, 
contact cement, or (some slightly cooled) hot glue will patch it up for you. 

Fix the cosmecs with general acrylic or spray paints as needed/desired, but avoid using chemicals such as 
acetone, bleach, or paint thinners on the prop!

If you get the prop dirty, use a damp (not wet) cloth and gentle dabbing will do the trick.

The plascs used for making this prop are biodegradable and non-toxic. The paint and binders used are not. 
Please do not chew on/eat/lick the prop (as tempng as it may be).

These pThese props are not intended for individuals under the age of 16 due to their nature and composion.
Do NOT give to children/leave children unaended with this prop.

Small pieces and parts may pose a choking hazard.
Materials are flammable, do not expose to flame or excessive heat.

If you have any quesons, comments, or concerns - please contact me via email at 
brie@pinkpetal.dev or direct messaging on Etsy (pinkpetaldev.etsy.com) or Instagram 

(@pinkpetaldev)

Once it has le the seller’s control, it’s out of their hands and the care and handling of the prop become the responsibility of 
the buyer. 

Returns are not accepted on commissioned pieces. These are made in a home, not a factory, please expect cosmec 
imperfecons

All deposits are non-refundable.
Pink Petal Dev and their affiliates are not to be held responsible or liable for harm or damages incurred from the misuse 

or negligent handling of this product. Please use your best judgement when using this product.


